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born in France

1998-2001 Ecole supérieure des Beaux Arts de 
Cornouaille Quimper. (FR).  Diplom. (DNAP-
DNSEP)

2002-2004 Akademie der Bildenden Künste 
Karlsruhe (D) bei Pr. Kaminski

Lives and works in Berlin 

www.studiovirginiemosse.tumblr.com

Solo exhibitions

2020 Struktur und Chaos ( für eine trans-
historische Geschichte der Moderne), Berlin-
Weekly, Berlin.

2018 „Slow art month“. Virginie Mossé with 
Albrecht Dürer. Mayeur Projects gallery, Las 
Vegas New-Mexico (USA). 

2016  Time as a desert, Mayeur Projects gallery, 
Las Vegas New Mexico (USA).

2015 Experimentum Mundi , Centre-Culturel-
Multi-Média du Mas d’Azil, France. End-Residency
exhibition at Caza D'Oro centre international d'art
contemporain.

2014 Al.le.go.ry, (The symbol's errant allegory, a
story of definitions in visible form), Berlin-
Weekly, Berlin.

2013 Who's afraid of colour!  mit Wonkun Jun. 
Hamburg Art Week , Galerie Kramer Fine Art, 
Hamburg,

2012 Die Dinge des Lebens, Gängeviertel 
Hamburg with Katrin Kampmann and Oliver Ross.
Ku: A. Stumm

2011 Relax, Kreuzberg Pavillon, Berlin with  
Phanos Kyriacou and Christian Holtmann

2010 Erforschung des Grundgebirges und des 
Gipfels, Künstlerhaus Sootbörn Hamburg

Trying for runs, racking up points, Kunstverein 
Linda, Hamburg 

2008 it’s all about feedom, Skam 
Ausstellungsraum Hamburg

2006 Komm rein, Dia-Projektion, 
Naturkundemuseum Karlsruhe 

Group exhibitions

2019 Outmoded* (* up to date,

futuristic, atemporal, nonexistent, or
permanently), Nachtspeicher23, Hamburg

no pattern save what we imagine, Galerie 
Nosbaum Reding, Luxembourg.

0+255, Meinblau, Berlin

2018  All'idea di quel metallo", VDB Berlin. 
Cu. Peter Ungeheuer.

S w Ausstellung, Berlin Weekly, Berlin. Cu. A.
Van Reimersdahl

Where is Philadelphia?  Group show 
organized by Maik Schierloh. Storkow (D).

2017 Teasures, group show,  Mayeur 
Projects gallery, Las Vegas New-Mexico 
(USA).

2017 Werke der Sammlung Haupt, 
Mannheimer Kunstverein.

2015  Sammeln wie gedruckt, Werke der 
Sammlung Hartmann, Galeire Albstatd. 
Städtiche Kunstsammlungen.

2014   The venue of P II, Galerie Heinz-
Kramer Hamburg.

MCCV,  Expansion materielle,  Atelierhof 
Kreuzberg, Berlin

Beyong beyong the brillo box 50 Jahre Ende 
der Kunst", Galerie Royal, München 
(cataloge)

Money Works Part 2, Haus am Lützowplatz, 
Berlin. cu. Tina Sauerländer.

2013 Alptraum meets pop hits, Halle für 
zeitgenössische Kunst, Offenbach

Kunst Visite, Charité, Berlin

Natur-Mensch, ANDREAS – KUNSTPREIS 
2013 Nationalpark Harz

The lost garden, Projekt für  Berlin Neukölln. 
cu. Alessadro Vitali

2012 Regarding structure, De Zwarte Ruyter 
Rotterdam (NL). 

Lost in a dream, Snake pit Gallery Auckland 
(NZ). cu. Rob Garret (catalog)

Wasser, galerie White trash contemporary 
Hamburg 

Agora II , Vikoria Kaserne, Hamburg. 

Sonnenaufgang, Remise Ausstellungsraum, 
Berlin

2011  xyz, about understanding , Atelierhof 
Kreuzberg, Berlin

2010 Wir laden ein, (Krisen und Utopien), 
neuer Kunstverein Wuppertal 

2009 Moving the goalposts, Galerie Diane 
Kruse, Hamburg

2008   Regionale 9, Kunsthalle Basel 

Gegenstandlos, Gesellschaft für Kunst und 
Gestaltung, Bonn 

2005-06 Jahresausstellung, Badischer 
Kunstverein, Karlsruhe

2003  Mulhouse 003, Kunstmesse Mulhouse

2002 eine Lichtung zwischen Brocéliande und
Schwarzwald, Polygalerie Karlsruhe

Grants

2019   Kunstförderung, grant, ArsVersa 
Stiftung, Freibug (D).

2015  3 Monaten  Residency- in Caza D'Oro, 
centre international d'art contemporain, 
France

2014   Material grant Käthe-Dorsch-Stiftung 
Berlin

2011   3 Monaten in Residency Künstlerhaus 
Vorwerkstift Hamburg

2006-07 Atelier grant  Ministerium Kunst u. 
Wissenschaft Baden-Württemberg.

Publications

2016  Art viewer : Virginie Mossé at Mayeur 
project

http://artviewer.org/virginie-mosse-at-
mayeur-projects/

2013 the work  „Outside“, 2012 cover of the s
magazine  „La Revue des Cèdres“ n° 39.  
Janvier 2013 Lausanne.

2012   „Outside“, 2012  cover  April 2012 of 
french  Astronomie Magazine Ciel et espace 
„le magazine de l´astronomie“, Paris.  
Rubrique regard  bei  David Fossé.

2012  „Outside“,  CD-cover for Christian 
Ogrinzs album lose control , Berlin 2012.

Radio

2015   Radio FMR Toulouse in VM  End-
Residency  exhibition  "Experimentum Mundi"
im centre d'art contemporain Caza D'Oro.
https://www.mixcloud.com/RadioFMR/magazi
ne-limpromptu-expo-virginie-moss%C3%A9-
experimentum-mundi-%C3%A0-la-caza-
doro-le-mas-dazil/

Public collections

Sammlung Haupt, Berlin

Sammlung Andrea Von Goetz Hamburg

Sammlung Gerhard Hartmann, Landau (BW) 

Collection d'entreprise Christian Mayeur, 
France

and many  works are in private collections in 
Germany and France. 





Time as a material

X= Hase

Vertigo of fiction, erosion of the modern Myth……sort of visibility out of the marble
block. But maybe is the marble block the truth (K.Malevitch).

In  her  work,  Virginie  Mossé  examines  the  modern  myth  and  its  fictional  limits.
Reality (Matter, Time and the history of Ideas) is  used as a main material,  from
objects to language, to crystallize a possible Querschnitt in the history of civilization.

 The work of Virginie Mossé gives a particular understanding of time and concept of
history witch opens a reflection of Being, in term of novelty…. 2019

“Virginie Mossé works in different media with a conceptual approach and a strong
sense for history”. Andrea van Reimersdahl. Berlin 2018

An  archeologist  collecting  found-objects  or  situations,  making  archives  and
inventories  gathering  the  dust  of  times.  The  work  operates  a  “time delineation”
overcoming the logic of modernity (x = Hase) for a new art of Time circulation , or a
poly-temporarily, back to Reality for herself, down to earth… 

Featuring the state of confusion of this times, the entropy, increased by the optical
phenomenons, surrealism and eroded minimal aesthetic, the modern myth and its
fictional  boundaries (representation systems) is being questioned, in a variety of
media with a conceptual approach.

The way we understand Time as a line, oriented towards an in-reachable utopian
future,  the  contradiction  between  modern-myth  and  effective  reality,  2  opposite
extremes  “eternal-new”  and “an  imaginary  past-nostalgia”  is  being  reconsidered
injecting  time  and  space  under  the  ice  surface  of  modernity,  starting  from  the
examination of its systems of representation

In Ihrer Arbeit  wird  in einer Konfrontation von Medien,  der moderne Mythos und
dessen  fiktionale  Grenzen  untersucht.  Die  Wirklichkeit  wird  als  Hauptmaterial
benutzt, in Form von Gegenständen und Sprache, um einen möglichen Querschnitt in
der  Geschichte  der  Zivilisationen  herauszukristalisieren.  Eine  archäologische
Vorgehensweise, bzw. eine hin-und-zurück-Reise in der Zeitwahrnehmung, lässt eine
alternative  Art,  sich  mit  der  Geschichte  zu befassen,  entstehen.  Damit  wird eine
anhaltende Vision des Zustandes der Welt und der aktuellen Themen vermittelt, mit
Schwerpunkt  auf  zwei  Gegensätzen,  der  Ewigkeit  und  der  Entropie,  Realität  und
Fiktion. 







----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Vacuum energy and cosmological content, such as: unbearable lightness of space-time…
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Time as a material 
–-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------–--
X=Hase
–-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------–--

+ Vertigo of fiction and erosion of the modern myth 

+ My artistic practice aims to reinvent found elements breathing new life into them liberated from the
limits  of  practicality,  expiration  character,  or  historical  ranges,  for  a  new visiblity  of  the present  :  a
no-/or/all-times-land. As an artist I combine the role of the creator and the collector, using them to
establish an exchanges between the past, the present and the future, the animate and the inanimate, the
old and the new, the artisanal and the industrial, the secular and the sacred, reality  and fiction.

+ The focus of my work, is on questioning the concept of modernity as a historical and anthropological
demarcation. It's about nature and civilization (rise and fall), the myth of progress related to the issues of
assimilation, adaptation, fracture on the edge of transformation. An alternative view of the present offers
itself far beyond the historical and geographical boundaries, in a kind of reverse archeology, in a very
specific relationship to the construction of time, or a spatial-temporal comparison.

+ I don't work within a genre. The variety of materials and media interact like actors: painting (in
form  of  ornamental  printed  canvases),  lithography,  sculpture,  light,  sound  and  photography.  I  am
interested in thinking about their function as representation systems and using them as appropriate tools.

+ In this interdisciplinary, space-based context, my work generates an entropic-eroded construction
site aesthetic through contrasts. This condenses with the topic of blindness through optical phenomena,
and a surrealist and a relativized formalistic-minimalist vocabulary.

+ Time, new trajectories, paradoxes and contradictions

Like an archaeologist, I collect finds situations (spatial-temporal textures). I help myself everywhere, in
history, science, etc. The "returned" elements are composed in a new configuration and reactivated in the
legacy of arte-povera idea of material and Joseph Beuys’ concept of an object. Set in dialogue, they create
new energy and form parallels in human history, syntheses or inventories that overcome the linear logic of
modernity (x = Hase). A strategy of executing and introducing in a context.

This compression aims to break through the surface of the eternal, kinetic present and place today's
challenges in a larger temporal context. This strategy of de- and re-contextualization suggests a more
spatial and less linear perception of time; by dropping ideological contexts, a new archetypal view of
history unfolds. Time spatialisation : Time anihilation : end of history?

TIME- A  material  like  any  other,  physically  created  by  the  paralleling of  the  found  objects  or
iconographies, the meeting of worlds and elements from different ages. Freed from the ideological weight
of their epochs and reassembled, they collide with our own present, which leads to a spatialization of
time. Building on the vocabulary of historical and artistic modernity, the concept of oriented randomness
(hasard orienté) plays a major role in my artistic process (surrealistic legacy).

+ Eternity and entropy, reality and fiction.

For a dissection of the present. The way we see time as a line based on an unattainable utopian future,
the contradiction between modern myth and effective reality, two opposite extremes, the "eternally new"
and "the imaginary past nostalgia" are being rethought .

Through a confrontation of different media, the modern myth and its fictional limits are
explored in my work. Reality is used as the main material, in the form of objects and
language,  to  isolate  a  possible  cross-section  in  the  history  of  civilizations.  An
archaeological approach, or a trip back and forth in the perception of time, gives rise to
an alternative way of dealing with history.























Virginie  Mossé beschäftigt  sich in  ihrer  Arbeit  mit  der  Idee der  zeitlichen Zirkulation,  einer  Umformung der

linearen  Konzeption  der  Zeit.  Sie  möchte  die  Extreme  um  die  ewige  Neuheit  sowie  die  imaginäre

Vergangenheitsnostalgie  relativieren  und  einen  Begriff  der  polytemporalen  Abgrenzung  schaffen,  der  darin

besteht  historische Elemente aus verschiedenen Zeitlichkeiten und Epochen zu nehmen und miteinander zu

konfrontieren, um sowohl das Verständnis von Zeit,  Geschichte und Material als auch unsere Rolle innerhalb

dieses  Komplexes  zu  überdenken.  Sie  möchte  eine  archetypisierte  und  existentiellere  Sichtweise  dessen

wiedergeben, was wir sind: eine Konstante.

In  ihrer  Arbeit  zeigt  sich dieses Konzept  in  der  Konfrontation der  archaischen Traditionen mit  den neuesten

Industrietechniken. Es geht nicht mehr darum auf Teufel komm raus fortschrittlich zu sein, sondern für ein neues

Verständnis  der  Zeit  und  der  menschlischen  Errungenschaften  zu  plädieren  in  Form  eines  Archivs.  Die

Kontrastierung  der  Behelfsmittel  spielt  dabei  eine  wichtige  formelle  Rolle,  wie  zum  Beispiel  die  in

Lichtgeschwindigkeit funktionierende Computertechnik im Kontrast mit der zeitintensiven Ausführung der Arbeit im

lithographischen  Verfahren,  die  Gegenüberstellung  von  industriellem  Siebdruck  mit  altägyptischen

Reliefhieroglyphen, oder ein Kopfsteinpflasterstein, aus dem das Lacrimosa aus Mozarts Requiem ertönt…

Virginie Mossé arbeitet in einer Vielfalt an Medien mit einer konzeptuellen Herangehensweise, über den Mythos

der Moderne und dessen fiktive Grenzen. Hierbei fungieren die Infragestellung des Begriffs der Moderne  und

dessen  Repräsentationssysteme  als historische  und  anthropologische  Abgrenzungen  als  Schwerpunkt  Ihrer

Recherche.

In ihrem Werk schafft sie beim Zusammenführen der Zeit Synthesen und Inventare. Sie besucht, bzw durchgräbt

die  Vergangenheit,  die  letzte  terra-incognita,  um  Elemente  zur  hermetischen  Oberfläche  der  Moderne

zurückzuführen, mit dem Ziel einer Entkathegorisierung und Entschleunigung unserer allgemeinen Vorstellung

des Jetzt; eine Dissektion der Gegenwart mit Hilfe von Parallelen in der Menschheitsgeschichte, eine Strategie

des  Aus-und  Einführens  in  einen  Kontext  der  die  lineare  Vorstellung  von  Zeit  in  Frage  stellt:  Konzept  der

Relativierung von modernen und "post"-Formen (no specific object). Sie reflektiert ihre Natur und verwendt sie,

um über etwas anderes zu sprechen; das Konzept der Rehabilitation von Fund- Objekte (Verletzungstherapie

Beuys), den Wirklichkeitsbegriff (Mythos, Narrativ / effektive Realität), das Konzept der Natur - Kultur zur Zeit des

Anthropozäns, in dem dessen Grenzen verschwinden.

Hervorgehoben wird die ganz besondere Beziehung, die wir mit der Natur/Kultur im Laufe der Zeit  entwickelt

haben, der Aufstieg und der Niedergang der Zivilisation bis heute, wo wir „Natur machen“: Wir und die Umwelt.

Wer macht was? Sprache als Zugang, um die Welt zu verstehen. Zugang zur Realität?

Die Ästhetik des Erodierten oder des Nicht-Fertiggestellten tritt mit den wiedergefundenen Objekten in eine neuen

Bedeutungskette, die ihr Zeitkissen (eine Zeitmaschine) bei sich trägt. Das „ewige Neue“ wird in Frage gestellt um

Zeit  zu  gewinnen  und  Raum zu  schaffen.  Die  Oberfläche  hinterfragt  die  moderne  tabula  rasa-Konfrontation

verschiedener "Texturen"; das neueste Material mit uralten Inhalten oder Elementen, Ästhetik der Baustelle.

Diese Ästhetik ist in den nie wirklich festen oder endgültigen Formen sichtbar, in der Kunst, Dinge per Hand zu

fertigen,  Industriematerialien  zu  recyceln  und  zu  mischen,  gemäß  des  Vokabulars  der  Op-Art,  jedoch  nicht

formalistisch, sondern relativiert, um der Hauptfragestellung von Virginies Arbeit zu dienen. Dies sind die Wege

um die Begrenzungen des modernen Mythos aus seiner Logik heraus (wie das X = Hase von Meret Oppenheim)

zu behandeln, in diesem Fall aus der ewigen Flucht vorwärts, einem Fortschritt hin zu einem weiteren Fortschritt,

der  die  Vernichtung  der  Zeit  zur  Folge  hat,  Raum  und  Identität  zugunsten  des  utopistischen  Mythos.  Ein

überarbeitetes Programm der zeitlichen Zirkulation wird  uns vorgestellt,  das daran erinnert,  wie  wir  Zeit  und

Geschichte verstehen: für eine Konstante dessen, was wir immer waren und nie aufgehört haben zu sein.

Marc Soisson, 2019

































































































White-series, 2015- 2019. (2 blocks of each 12 lithographies)

Series  of  24  small  “knowledge-  capsules”  in  lithography  technique in  the  form of  minimalist  words-
drawings in lithography, in 2 blocks of each 12. Framed 34,5x51,5x4cm.

Each motive is printed in  7/7 + 2 eas exemplars, on vellum paper BFK-Rives-France Arches white 100%
Cotton, 250g, 33x50 cm, in the Lithographie Werkstatt /Druckwerkstatt im Kulturwerk des bbk Berlin.

The  realisation  of  BLOCK  2  in  2019,  was  friendly  supported  by  the  Arsversa  Foundation
Freiburg (D). https://www.arsversa.de/

An inventory, a poly-temporal archive of the modern world, trough a trip in the history of time; the Myth
of Sisyphus is ultimately not a tale…

Thematizing the Sisyphus situation and the limit of the modern myth (Bruno Latour), a series of almost
nothing, about almost everything in a conceptual work about our relationship to nature / knowledge, time 
and  development.  An  archive  featuring  a  state  of  confusion  of  contemporary  society  returning  to
primordial questions after 2000 years of civilization, exploring if we  have „never-ever been modern“.

Detail block 1 from top left (2015-2019) : 1. Zweifel des Jahrhundert /  2. Reversed metaphysic / 3.  
Morse-Code / 4. Ur /  5.   Until-Now / 6.   Alt-Neu / 7.   Post-What / 8.  Krisenzelle / 9.   Improbability-
drive / 10.  Loreley / 11.  Ad Absurdum / 12.  ATOMIC. 

Detail Block 2 from top left (2019) : 13. Aket-Aton / 14. Hermès / 15. L’ Image / 16. LIMIT / 17.
Time Machine (1) /  17. Time Machine (2) /  18. Reality 2 /  19. Reality 1 /  20.  Newton’s apple /  21.
Butterfly (1) /  21.  Butterfly (2) /  22.  New-Orders /  23. Ever-Never (1) /  23. Ever-Never (2) /  24.
Absolute-Relativität (1) / 24. Absolute-Relativität (2). 

INDEX of the White-series with the description of each 24 motifs :
 https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3  AUS%3Ab88b5054-4fc4-4311-b620-
87c999006f9a

White-series confronts the archaic and the ultra-modern at same level. 

The work plays with the contrast between contemporary kinetic, digital speed : the quickly realization of
the motif  with the latest Photoshop technique /  and the transcription of it on precious paper with the
analogous  complex  and  slow  lithography  process.  The  interest  of  this  work  is  not  to  focus  on
reproducibility.  An  edition  of  7  would  be  contra  productive;  it  is  a  main  work  reversing its  medium
tradition to use it  as a  temporal texture that focuses physically on the conceptual character of its
purpose whether,  a  time circulation.

art after language

White-series is an overview of the planet, a summary of humanity, capsules of concentrated knowledge,
an archive questioning validity of anthropocentrism and on the ability of language to approach reality.

Confronting the philosophical and scientific research of different times, the series is just a line running
over  24  papers.  The  motifs  are  open  changing  from  one  shape  to  another,  questioning  fixed  and
definitively defined forms or a definitive idea of what things - reality is. The series is based on Robert
Smithson, Heap of Language Language to be read and / orthings to read. 

https://www.arsversa.de/
https://t.umblr.com/redirect?z=https%3A%2F%2Fdocumentcloud.adobe.com%2Flink%2Ftrack%3Furi%3Durn%253Aaaid%253Ascds%253AUS%253Ab88b5054-4fc4-4311-b620-87c999006f9a&t=MzEwMTJmYTI1NDU5MjM1MmE1NzA5YWJjMzVjZWVmNzA3Yzk0NzAwZixMek05blNvTw%3D%3D&b=t%3AOS7uzKQ_d9Q6-caWc_DtFA&p=https%3A%2F%2Fstudiovirginiemosse.tumblr.com%2Fpost%2F187585185432%2Fwhite-series-2019-block-2-2-series-of-24&m=0
https://t.umblr.com/redirect?z=https%3A%2F%2Fdocumentcloud.adobe.com%2Flink%2Ftrack%3Furi%3Durn%253Aaaid%253Ascds%253AUS%253Ab88b5054-4fc4-4311-b620-87c999006f9a&t=MzEwMTJmYTI1NDU5MjM1MmE1NzA5YWJjMzVjZWVmNzA3Yzk0NzAwZixMek05blNvTw%3D%3D&b=t%3AOS7uzKQ_d9Q6-caWc_DtFA&p=https%3A%2F%2Fstudiovirginiemosse.tumblr.com%2Fpost%2F187585185432%2Fwhite-series-2019-block-2-2-series-of-24&m=0
https://t.umblr.com/redirect?z=https%3A%2F%2Fdocumentcloud.adobe.com%2Flink%2Ftrack%3Furi%3Durn%253Aaaid%253Ascds%253AUS%253Ab88b5054-4fc4-4311-b620-87c999006f9a&t=MzEwMTJmYTI1NDU5MjM1MmE1NzA5YWJjMzVjZWVmNzA3Yzk0NzAwZixMek05blNvTw%3D%3D&b=t%3AOS7uzKQ_d9Q6-caWc_DtFA&p=https%3A%2F%2Fstudiovirginiemosse.tumblr.com%2Fpost%2F187585185432%2Fwhite-series-2019-block-2-2-series-of-24&m=0




















Solo exhibition view 2020 at Berlin-Weekly. 

Structure and chaos - for a trans-historic narrative of modernity.

Wave work. 3 prints on acrylglass in 0.8mm, klar-Lack, helicopter shots over the stormy Atlantic, 19th
century stair rails found bars (Gründerzeit, Berlin, Wilhelminian style, provenance “Mietkaserne”). 

Wave 1  (left):  180x177x0,8  cm /  Wave 2  (middle):  160x148,5x0,8cm /  Wave 3  (right)  :
162x177x0,8 cm.

In collaboration with 2 photographers from Brittany, Mathieu Rivrin and Jean Guichard, who
took helicopter shots over the Atlantic at FinisTère (Fr) around Nividic, during the tempests
Fionn in 2018 and Ruzica in 2016.

When reality goes beyond fiction … three large oceanic storm waves, printed on plexiglass
panes, are supported on the wall  by old turned stair rails,  balancing on it  in an illusionist
manner, ready to collapse...  Feelings of impended danger and downfall are suggested, as well
as the illusion of our control reaching its limits. The artist also shows the power of natural
force  over  our  civilization,  which  is  symbolized  by  the  turned  stair  rails  that  were
manufactured in series in the 19th century, the beginning of industrialization.The archetypal
theme of the wave goes back to the origins of mankind and today refers to contemporary
issues such as climate change. 

Stefanie Seidl, Berlin-Weekly, 2020. http://www.berlin-weekly.com/

Modern materials, Plexiglas and industrial screen-printing contrast with ancient wood objects. Used or
forgotten objects are reinserted into a new circle of meaning  (after Joseph Beuys). Patina, color, texture,
scratches are intentionally left in their original condition. Time and Reality or the different materials are
used for their historical eloquence as a vocabulary.

Crystallizing all  levels relative to the interpretation of nature in the history of civilization and art (an
archive),  the  archetypal  theme  of  the  wave  goes  back  to  the  origins  of  mankind  and  today  to
contemporary  issues  and  representations  as  a  Memento-Mori.  Landscape  painting,  or  state-of-things
painting, points out at each epoch the position of society in front of progress and development. William
Turner is a good example in the re-presentation of the transition states. 

The realisation of this work in 2019, was friendly supported by the Arsversa Foundation Freiburg (D).
https://www.arsversa.de/

http://www.berlin-weekly.com/




































Totem family or jeopardy of the 6 continents, 2017-2020

Work currently in progress (working on Totem 2, 6 and 7)

Amerique-Afrique-Europe-Asie-Oceanie-Antarctique /Afrique - Eurasie (Europe + Asie) - Océanie- Amérique du Nord - Amérique du
Sud – Antarctique / Europe- asie -inde- afrique -australie- oceanie- amerique -antarctic.

*Jeopardy : hence uncertain issue. Something in jeopardy is in danger of beingdamaged or destroyed. Danger, risk, peril, vulnerability,
venture, exposure, liablity, hazard, insecurity, precariousness, endangement, imperilment.

The Totem-series is a work of fluctuation and incarnation covering a wide temporal and geographical range. It
depicts a vision of the state of the contemporary world, through an archeological approach, personifications of
phenomena, forming an archive. 

The open Totem-series, started in 2017, is a population of ca. 12 sculptures, staging a mixture between found
disused objects or antiquities and highly precise craftmanship or new industrial materials, reinstated into a
new production of meaning in the legacy of arte-povera idea of material and Joseph Beuys' concept of an
object.  In  a  time compression the  series  reflects  on the  competition between civilisations,  their  rise  and
downfall, assimilation, nature versus culture, back and forth and the level of truth in historic narratives. 

A compilation of history, digging in time and space, starting from the future towards past and reversed again. A
world tour,  in a juxtaposition of different cultures or  how the world is  growing together in a geopolitical
embroglio.... 

-Totem 1/12 (the African). UR (HL-VR), 2017-19. An old tree trunk topped by three worn tires is won back by nature.
Moss and herbs are invadig its gaps. Refering to the chamanic African culture, it stands as a tribal deity (magic african
totemic objects). The piece reflects on the situation of Africa, colonisation and the consequences of it in a parallel with the
state of ecologic emergency in which our planet dwells, presenting mankind in a glorious erosion, staging nature like spoils
of war, and bringing forwards the entropic character of the all. The totems rehabilitate abandoned objects in new circles...
old African magic. 39,5x39,5x165,8 cm. 

-Totem 2/12 (the Egyptian). A rebours (sous les pilliers de Rome), 2017-2020. Sculpture-column in minimalist
eroded style composed of a trashed IKEA shelf, including a graffiti (found in the street in Berlin), that will be fixed  on a
concrete  pedestal  where  Egyptian  hieroglyphics  will  be  engraved  (extract  from the  Ramses  II  Kadesh  battle  and  its
propaganda story, a.o. visible in the Karnak Tempel in Luxor). This work requiers a journey to Egypt, to photograph in the
the temple (for the template). A specialist from the Gipsformerei  Berlin will then proceed the production of the concrete
base with the encrusted hieroglyphs. The sculpture presents a contrast between trash and meticulous artisanal handwork
reincluding the “rejected” in a new cycle of interest and production.  39,5x39,5x165,8 cm. 

Totem 2 deals with the builders of ancient Egypt as a base of our modernity. In a future-past movement time compression,
the sculpture refers to the worlds first known propaganda inscriptions on the Temple walls of Ramses II, where he turned his
defeat against the Hittites at the battle of Kadesch in a glorious personal militray success. This work thematizes the myth of
civilisation and power, in the way history is written and reality is constructed.

-Totem 3/12. Injury therapy (to Max Ernst), 2018, 2019. Found tree trunk,  rusty ancient butchers scale, red chalk
pigment, white pigments, chalk.  152x38x32 cm. Totem 3, refers in its  general form to Max Ernst in a surrealist way,
picturing an hybrid mankind from a surreal future (actually now). On its body it is wearing the Beuys cross of healing, the
concept of injury- therapy, and production of heat, restauring life into rejected or lost elements. 152x38x32 cm. 

-Totem 4/12 (the Greek). S=K log W,  2019. Base: dodecahedron (platonic body 1), MDF painted by professional car
lacquering. Above : bit of old clay sewage pipe encrusted in concrete found on a construction site in Berlin. 57x40x40 cm. 

The title of the piece refers to Boltzmanns entropy equation, the logarithmic connection between entropy and probability
(kinetic theory of gases 1875).  So the piece depicts entropy in the modern occidental society. Its features remind one of
the  jars  of  the  classic  greek  antiquity,  beginning  of  the  mathematic  expansion  and  still  long-time  reference  for  the
foundation of occidental world. The sewage piece as a derelict contemporary archeological find contrasts with the glossy
dodecaedron. This work is picturing the current state of our technologized society in a reversed timeline, the shiny ancient is
newly crafed and sustains the eroded present.

- Totem 5/12 (the chinese). A bit of feng-chui in the confucian tradition, 2020.  Found chinese porcelaine vase,
MDF-cube (platonic body 2), steel weight and green feathers found in Malaga. 85x19x19 cm.

Totem  5  thematizes  the  growing  importance  of  China  and  its  geopolitic  relations  with  other  nations,  the  hazardous
relationship between economics and politics, threatening the future of the world. The repaired chinese vase, topped with the
cube, a rusty weigt and feathers, form a doomsday version of the Town Musicians of Bremen (tale by the Grimm brothers).





















The Still-life series, 2013.... an opened body of work in permanent development...

Still-lifes and Vanities are two genres I do appreciate in the history of painting. There is nothing
more contemporary than the still-life. 

A Vanity is dealing with the vain characters of human endeavors, after the motto “tempus edax
rerum”,  emphasizing  the  ephemeral  character  of  time,  the  flying  of  time,  and  allowing
numerous of possibilities of expressions and feeling as instruments of commentaries. A still-life
is making an eternity of a present moment. The eternal present, also a synonym for a work of
art itself. Melancholies or vanities, this works are containing a compressed temporarily. Althougt
it is is the nature of that genre like the landscapes, the works are at first level NOT thought as a
social criticism, it is a temporal loops from the Renaissance, the opening of the modernity, to
now, the closing of it, towards new area.

The large silkscreened canvas present a perceptual position more physical  than intellectual,
decor or “toile de fond”, the cold geometries contrast with the pictorial putrefaction decay of the
photographies : la chair de la peinture going back far in the history of art. Like Caravaggio,
playing life and death, Titian particularly at the end bustling with death and flesh of painting ,
D.Hirst, F. Bacon and all that tradition, in the glory of the medium…. 

Up to now :

Its beginning with the egg (embodyment I), 2013. 

Don’t (the hallucinated life of an eternity),2015, with the well-known motif-symbol of the
peeled lemon and the arm of the artist acting like a “time relativiser”. 

The Hotel-Europa- series, 2016, containing a compressed temporarily, or a temporal loops :
eternity and entropy - reality and fiction.

Nothing is silence not even the dead, 2017.  Oval green frame, found motif am Kotti-Berlin 
April 2017, fine art print, wood, lacquer. 

The day picture was born, 2015. Smoking barrel on mirror, remains of wood, oak leaves, 
straw, old boxes of canned, used plastic, old rope, rusty gate.

Surface crisis, 2018. Composition: ties, tree trunk, industrial waste, dead leaf, plastic waste, 
pigeon feather, broken glass, earthen pots broken.

soon still-life 2020 : the Forgotten- lives (or the 4 elements) / the DON´T-series / and 
the nothing is silence-series 

++ the diagram- series is running in parallel … 2012-2020 



















Work project  2020, 2021

In 2019, I completed two major major works , the Wellenarbeiten (wave-works) and the white-series. So
far I have set the "scope" or the structure of my work; the next working period will be about actualy
intensifying each work group (see also the description of how the work groups are articulated at the end
of the portfolio). 

In 2020 and 2021, I will focus on the further development of several series (as described below) that are
part of the different groups of works. 

Topics that will be further processed are the revision of the concept of history or modernity as historical
and  cultural  demarcation,  civilization  and  myth  of  progress  in  a  changing  world.  Time  navigation,
historical  nomadism,  exploration of  nature-culture  at  a  time  where  these  boundaries  are  dissolving.
Reflection on fiction-reality, time compression.

 These are the different groups of works I would like to further develop in 2020-2021. 

-  Sculpture : TOTEM-series, (Totem family - jeopardy of the 6 continents), 2017-2020-2021...  I have been
working on a series of approx. 12 sculptures, the "Totems", since 2017. So far I have realized totems 1, 3, 4 and 5.
First I will continue with Totem 2 and 6 to 12. The concept of time delinearization and globalization is e.g. explored in
this series.

The  Totem  series  is  a  work  of  fluctuation  and  personification  of  phenomena  that  cover  a  wide  temporal  and
geographical spectrum, a juxtaposition of different cultures, a combination of history and time, a kind of archive that
contrasts in a visual compression. This archaeological approach conveys an ongoing vision of the state of the world
and current issues, how the world is growing together in a diplomatic and geographical embroglio, etc..

It is a "population of sculptures" consisting of objects that have been found, bought at the flea market, or brought by
friends from distant countries (the object as material), which are put together again in a new configuration. For this
purpose, decorative elements are reproduced sculpturally ( in collaboration with a plasterer and my carpenter). The
sculptures show a contrast between the found or discarded objects, antiques and meticulous manual work, or new
industrial materials / goods. Thus the "rejected" joins in a new cycle of interest and production and new levels of
meaning,  in  the legacy of  the Arte Povera idea of  the material  and Joseph Beuys'  concept of  an object  that  is
reactivated. 

- Canvases, 2012... : various groups of works in industrial screen printing on canvas, different formats.

1. the Muster-paintings. (Patterns from different times and cultures. Abstraction and decor)

I am interested in the paradoxical ability of pattern surfaces to combine the two aspects of decor and meaning /
content. Such as with the tapestries that used to fit into the architecture, which warmed and decorated the walls, I
also question the function of representation on its traditional base and a number of possible expressions. Surfaces are
the starting point for potentialities. They describe the status of a work of art as a mediating object in its relationship
to the “reality” of the room and the experimentalist.

2. the Optic-paintings. Optical theme of blindness, at the same time analysis of the representation systems and the
medium of painting. They are the starting point for relativizing formalism and revising the concept of modernity.

3. the Architecture-paintings. This group of works addresses the same question from a different point of view. The
concept  of  modernity  as  a  cultural  highlight  is  further  developed  in  the  architecture  paintings.  They  combine
geometric abstraction and ancient (and later) architecture. Delinearization of Time (B.Latour, We Have Never Been
Modern).

4. the Labyrinth-paintings. Form a connection between archaic and contemporary views.

5. the  Earth-paintings. Geography-meteorology-archeology. Working with Google Maps or eg. collaboration
with National Geography? For this project I need satellite photos. 1. The States of Things-abstract paintings are an
artistic implementation of the changes on Earth, where important current questions overlap with the problems of
painting (wildfire mappings, aesthetics of drought landscapes (act of subtraction), map of disappearance ... / 2. the
four elements-paintings / 3. Sky-view paintings with the archaeological traces of ancient civilizations. Entropy vs
eternity.

6 the Farb-paintings. This work focuses on representation (mimesis to abstraction) and goes back to the history of
painting to this day.



- Still-life series, 2013... Different materials + photographs. also an open work group in constant development.
Still  lifes and vanities are two genres that I greatly appreciate in the history of painting, for their “imperishable
contemporaneity” and its expressive potential. The advancing time allows numerous possibilities of expression and
feeling as instruments for comments. The eternal present is also a synonym for a work of art. This series contains a
temporarily compressed time perception and articulates my approach.

Still-life 2020 : the Forgotten- lives (or the 4 elements), a work in photography and colored plexiglass, 
consisting of find situations/ the  DON´T-series / and the  Nothing is silence-series...

++ The Diagramm- series runs parallel to the Still-life-series.

- Diagramm- series, 2012.... Various materials and industrial designs. The diagrams represent self-confidence
and self-irony, create a distance from the work and connect the whole. At the same time, they mark the standpoint of
modernity with the beginning of various new scientific techniques (psychoanalysis, etc. ...) that characterized the XIX.
and XX. centuries.

The cold geometries of the diagram series or the optical canvases create contrasts between the organic and the
geometric, the concept and the naturalness, the entropy and the modern thinking. They are in opposition to the visual
putrefaction / decay of the still lifes (Caravaggio, thre late Titian , D. Hirst, F. Bacon). 

- NEON-works : New group of works; a further development of the White-series in the form of luminous graphics. 
They create parallels between historical, scientific and artistic facts. E.g. N-W 1 “whose cat?”, With the double slit 
experiment by W. Heisenberg, which introduces the concept of coincidence into physic reality. A world of probabilities 
rather than certainties, linked with surrealism.

- The Partial-memories works : talking stones + canvases or found boards.  A work that crosses philosophy,
science, history.

After Partial Memories 1 (le grand dehors), 2018-2019 (singing stone that activates itself with a motion detector),
Partial Memory 2 (the speculative turn, after Jannis Kounellis), 2020-21. This work, thematizes in a very simple and
direct way, the changes of our relationship to reality or nature over the centuries, from pre- to post- and after-post-
modernism to today's no-mans-land. 

Partial Memory 3, 2020-21. A two-part work consisting of a found eroded board and a sound stone. It presents a 
"natural" informal painting in which the work of man is degraded by the external elements, while the stone (granite) 
on a shorter pedestal houses a living organism, green moss covers it and hides as a living bowl  the voices that sing 
inside the stone.

- LOAD The Insel-series, 2020. Experiment in etching. Deals with a range of abstract shapes (on zinc plates 20x20
cm) and the entropy on our known world map. The rise of sea levels and the disappearance of islands. At first glance,
an abstract, formalistic work.

- RELOAD a story of man in the landscape,  2017, 2020. Landscape genre. Inventory of the various positions
related to nature since prehistory, this work refers to the history of the genre to the present day. From nature-culture
(2) to the Anthropocene (1).

- Des proches et des lointains (the shadow in-between), 2017, 2020. Optical experiments and their possible
artistic implementation ...

-  The primitive-scenes,  2020. Photomontage printed on canvas.  Questioning  and grasping  the "basic"  proto-
instincts from different epochs, based on Sol Lewitt.

- Fabel und Rätselbilder 2013-2020.  Photomontage printed on canvas. A work (after J.Baldessary) about the
relationships between image and writing,  seeing and speaking,  as well  as  memories  and reality.  An attempt to
approach reality. + Works that arise spontaneously during the work process.



Editions (selection)

+ Das ewig Unbegreifliche an der Welt ist ihre Begreiflichkeit, 2012.

70 x 100 cm. Silkscreen on paper. Edition : 10/10 + 1 Ea

Quote by Albert Einstein. The word Begreiflichkeit was virtually gridded and printed. A possible translation: “The eternal inconceivable in the 
world is its conceivability”.

+ Melancholia, 2013-2015. 

Motif : 12x12cm, Paper 54x76 cm. Lithography on Zerkal, passe-partout. Edition : 10/10 + 2 Ea. Red and blue versions. 

Melancholia is a contemporary allegory of the postmodern life. The escalator is a motif used by the philosopher  Peter Sloterdijk in 
“Eurotaoismus. Zur Kritik der politischen Kinetik” von 1989“.

+ La vérité enfin, 2018

30x40 cm. Fine-art-Print on Photorag Hahnemühle 188g. Edition : 15/15 + 1 Ea

Quote by William Shakespeare from "The Tempest" 1610- 1611 :  Act 5, scene 1 (Prospero to Alonso). „This „... is as strange a maze as e'er 
men trod ; and there is in this business more than nature was ever conduct of : some oracle must rectify our knowledge“.

Motif: was made in orange, (and not in traditional red) color of the mineral pigments used in the primeval cave paintings, bringing life back to 
its origin, referring to the first works of art. Technically, I used the factor of hazard to draw the line. I opened the motif on my screen at 200 
percent, and followed the labyrinth blindly, until I was blocked. It unfolds all levels of meaning, from evolution to the present day, and questions
progress and utopias. 






















